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The irruption of Persian-language blogging since 2001, known to its participants as Weblogistan, has been
accompanied by enthusiastic claims that weblogs are promoting previously nonexistent forms of expression,
thereby rupturing traditional Iranian social, cultural, religious, and political norms. 1 The political scientist
Fereshteh Nouraie-Simone juxtaposes Weblogistan against the conditions of theocratic rule as "a public social
space that allows free expression of self outside the confines of the politically manipulated physical space."2 In a
2005 book, which includes translated weblog postings, Nasrin Alavi takes this line of interpretation even further,
asserting that by making "it possible for young Iranians to express themselves freely and anonymously,"3

Weblogistan "is nothing less than a revolution within the Revolution."4  
Despite initial assumptions that blogging occurs in an alter space, free of the political constraints on other forms
of expression, in the last few years Iranian bloggers have faced increased scrutiny and pressure as a result of
their postings.5 In order to understand what the political offline consequences of online communication in
Weblogistan can tell us about the relationship among cyberspace, politics, and Islam in Iran, this article is
organized into three sections. The first section contrasts the birth of Weblogistan with regulation of print media,
to explain in part why it was initially celebrated as a new medium of free speech. The second section describes
the context for the arrest of bloggers in 2004 through a summary of legal, religious, and cultural pressures
exerted on Weblogistan by Iranian authorities. The third section focuses on three bloggers who were arrested
and interrogated for their postings in Weblogistan. In this section we draw from archived blog entries (when
available) that preceded these arrests and interviews with the bloggers. 6 Revising McLuhan's "the medium is
the message,"7 we show how local conditions affect medium and conclude by arguing for a holistic
understanding of Weblogistan as (1) an emergent medium of communication (2) situated within a particular
political context.  
THE BIRTH OF WEBLOGISTAN  
Weblogs are online postings commonly displayed in reverse chronological order. They can take the form of
diary-like entries or more journalistic commentaries on political and social events. In contrast to print media,
weblogs are unedited, often containing grammatical errors. Written in a tone of familiarity, they can be
autobiographical in an intensely personal way. Hyperlinks provide easily maneuverable paths to related
postings online, expanding the content of a blog beyond the author's words. Readers can also leave comments
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on many blogs, contributing to an online dialogue. Archived postings are also accessible through links; this
provides access to the progression of a blogger's interests, beliefs, and activities and allows content to be
somewhat controlled by readers, who may read postings in whatever order they choose. 8  
Hossein Derakhshan, also known by his online handle, Hoder, started one of the first weblogs in Persian
(http://i.hoder.com/weblog) in 2001 after reading 9/11 weblog commentaries from his home in Canada.9 At the
request of a reader, in November of that year he posted a do-it-yourself guide for the construction of weblogs in
Persian script. In less than two months, the number of Persian weblogs exceeded 100; in 2004 it climbed above
64,000, making Persian the fourth most popular blog language online. Some estimates put the current number
of active Persian blogs at more than 100,000. 10 Many religious and political leaders currently maintain a blog,
including the current supreme leader, Ayatollah Khaminayi,11 and the current Iranian president, Mahmud
Ahmadinijad,12 among others.13  
Journalists in the West have given much attention to Weblogistan in part because it appears at first glance to be
circumventing governmental regulation of print media in Iran. Print media has been closely monitored since the
revolution, with some subjects explicitly prohibited by the Supreme National Security Council on a weekly basis.
For example, in 2004, when the wave of blogger arrests occurred that were the impetus for this article, the
council made the trial for the murder of photojournalist Zahra Kazimi off-limits. In some cases, printing the
statements of official Iranian government spokespersons about this case was allowed but only if
unaccompanied by commentary. Other taboo issues are less specifically stated but are nevertheless some of
the "red lines" journalists must not cross in their writings.  
Iranian law generally outlines acceptable media conduct, but interpretation is left up to journalists and their
editors. Take the 1986 press law, which states that the mission of the press is to "enlighten public opinion" on
different subjects, including social, political, cultural, and religious matters 14; to counter disunity in the
community15; and to promote Islam.16 Although explicit censorship is not allowed, according to the law,17 items
that "violate Islamic principles and codes and public rights"18 are not permitted. Also prohibited are discussing
atheism and luxury19; arguing against Islamic morals20; endangering the "security, dignity and interests of the
Islamic Republic of Iran"21; insulting Islam, Ayatollah Ruhullah Khumayni, or other senior clerics22; or committing
"libel against officials, institutions, organizations and individuals in the country," including the president--"even
by means of pictures or caricatures."23 Violations are punished according to the Iranian Penal Code.24

Particularly vulnerable are authors and their managing editors, who can be personally fined and sentenced to
prison time.25 The increasing number of arrests of journalists in Iran in the past few years has led Reporters
Without Borders to call this country "the biggest prison for journalists in the Middle East."26  
THE SPIDER'S WEB  
In the past five years, there have been more than seventy media articles on Weblogistan in the popular press
outside of Iran, many of which present unsupported claims that blogs, as new forums for free expression, are
having revolutionary effects in Iran.27 In reality Weblogistan has produced more local, offline consequences than
initial analysis predicted.  
These consequences climaxed with the arrest of bloggers in 2003-04 (to be discussed in the third section), but
they can be seen as part of coordinated legal, religious, and cultural constraints Iranian authorities have
attempted to put on Weblogistan. Although weblogs are not explicitly referenced in the press law, provisions in
the constitution and penal code that limit speech in the name of public morality are currently applied to blogs. In
addition, a special cybercrime bill was drafted during the fall of 2004. According to Iran's chief judiciary officer,
Ayatollah Mahmud Hashimi-Shahrudi, who has called the Internet a "Trojan horse carrying enemy soldiers in its
belly," 28 this legislation was created to provide punishments for cybercriminals, described as anyone spreading
propaganda "against the regime, acting against national security, disturbing the public mind and insulting
religious sanctities through computer systems of telecommunications." 29  
Among religious leaders, Ayatollah Makarim Shirazi30 in particular has attempted to frame blogging as a
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religious issue. He wrote in the conservative daily newspaper Kayhan that websites should be blocked if they
"insult sacred concepts of Islam, the Prophet and Imams," or "publish harmful and deviated beliefs to promote
atheism or promote sinister books."31  
A cultural campaign against Weblogistan is also being mounted that attempts to connect blogging to a
perceived cultural assault from the West. Coinciding with the arrests of bloggers in September 2004, a sharply
worded editorial by Hussayn Shariat Madari published in Kayhan labels bloggers as part of a nefarious network
dubbed "the spider's web" (khaniy-i ankabut).32 Because this 2004 article has not previously appeared in
translation, a lengthy excerpt follows:  
Today's editorial . . . is a compilation of news pieces, without the usual analysis or interpretation offered in an
editorial. It provides evidence of a network which is active in the political, cultural, and social arenas of the
country . . . This network has an "American identity" and an "Iranian birth certificate." Its center of control and
management is in the United States, and points in Europe act as a mediator between the headquarters and the
members of the network inside Iran . . .  
The most damaging activities of this network are carried out by Internet sites and newspapers that are linked to
each other . . . The first members of the network were young professionals in search of social status and
notoriety . . . With the help of the before-mentioned foreign bases, the members are sent abroad, where they
write in the most horrifying tones against the regime, high government officials, Islamic and revolutionary
values, and religiosity . . . Despite the fact that the companies which provide servers for the websites and
weblogs of the spider's web are Iranian, they are able to avoid being filtered. How is this possible?! Because the
server is not part of the country's official telecommunications companies . . .  
Madari argues here that this network disregards the present laws in the country.33 This editorial also cast
Internet journalism and blogging as an assault on Iranian cultural values.  
Critics like Madari link Weblogistan to an established Iranian anti-West rhetoric by labeling it as a new form of
"Westoxication" (gharbzadegi). In an interview with the authors, Arash Sigarchi, one of the arrested bloggers
discussed in the third section, argued that the editorial attempted "to make the public fear the phenomenon of
weblogging"34 and to prevent a public scandal over the arrests of bloggers by characterizing bloggers as
dangerous spies who are under the control of the West. The editorial also lists members of the spider's web,
including technicians, bloggers, and journalists, many of whom were targeted by the 2004 arrests. 35 Another of
the arrested bloggers we interviewed, Omid Memarian, argued that this editorial served as a script for his
interrogation:  
Everything they asked us about was in that editorial. Everything. I mean it was really very close to the
interrogators' script. I had read it before I was arrested because my name was in it and a number of my friends
had told me about it. It was strange to read. It seemed so clearly a political game. But I miscalculated the game.
I thought they wouldn't arrest me; I thought the game was over. But it had just begun. 36  
Although attention to bloggers was new, the tactics used against them were not. In addition, Shariat Madari was
no newcomer to the game. A decade before, in collaboration with Sayid Imami, an infamous member of the
Idariy-i Itilaat (Office of Intelligence), he produced for television broadcast a series of confessions of political
activists and public intellectuals. These are understood by many as an attempt to discredit reformers and
modern thinkers ( nuandishan). Taken together, the legal, religious, and cultural attacks on bloggers follow a
general pattern of tactics used by Iranian authorities to silence those who have criticized the regime: the critic is
accused of immorality, cooperation with the West, or breaking domestic law, which discredits her or his critique
without creating a political martyr.  
THREE CASUALTIES OF "FREE SPEECH"  
Sina Motallebi: First Signs of Danger  
The Islamic Republic of Iran arrested its first blogger in April 2003, when it imprisoned Sina Motallebi, a Tehran-
based journalist and blogger. Motallebi began blogging in 2001. The first postings on his weblog, Webgard
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(Websurfer, at www.rooznegar.com), were about the Internet and other forms of information technology, but he
shifted to writing "about pop culture and international issues." 37 Included in these later postings were criticisms
of the Iranian government's treatment of political prisoners.  
According to Motallebi, he was arrested in 2003 by the Operation Office of the Judiciary (Niruy-i Intizami)38 and
eventually charged for "the content of his weblog as well as interviews with foreign press and his other writings."
39 He spent twenty-two days in solitary confinement and was under, in his own words, "very, very severe
psychological torture."40 He was eventually released on bail of 300 million rials (about U.S. $35,000 at the time)
and left Iran, obtaining political asylum in The Netherlands. He no longer maintains a blog.  
The exact reason for his arrest is difficult to determine for two reasons. First, the archives of his postings have
since been taken offline by his family to protect Motallebi from further governmental scrutiny. Second, at the
time of the arrest, the Iranian police did not release details of the specific crimes of which Motallebi was
accused nor how he would be prosecuted. This makes it difficult to gauge if this was an isolated event or a
warning to Weblogistan that Iranian authorities were monitoring blog content for "political" postings.  
Motallebi was still in exile during the arrests of bloggers in the fall of 2004, but his earlier arrest was connected.
This connection was very personal: his father, Sayid Motallebi, was arrested on 8 September 2004.41 It was not
the content of Motallebi's postings that caused his father's arrest because by this time he was no longer
maintaining a weblog. However, just before his father's arrest he made public statements in Europe that were
critical of Iranian blogging regulations and gave details of his prior interrogations.  
In addition, Motallebi's account of his own 2003 arrest helps us to understand how weblogs warranted intense
political scrutiny in Iran by the fall of 2004:  
One day they were taking me from prison blindfolded to an office, and I was there for some time. I met an officer
who was reading a newspaper with a story about my case. He asked me, "What is a blogger? What does that
mean?" I understood that my case introduced weblogging to many people who didn't know anything about [it].
The good side [of this] is the audience of mainstream newspapers and media for the first time became familiar
with this term and phenomenon. And the bad side [of this] is that the interrogators, the police officers and
judges, [became] familiar with them too . . . I think with my case they were more focused on the weblog. In the
first interrogation one year ago, they didn't mention my weblog: they mentioned my website. They didn't know
about weblogs at that time. My interrogators didn't know anything about weblogs. 42  
In this excerpt we see that in 2003 weblogs were just beginning to be understood as a site of public discourse
and as an alternative to the Internet (which is filtered) and print media (which is regulated) in Iran. Motallebi
claims that it was his case that put blogs on the Iranian authorities' radar as a potential place for political
dissent.  
Although Motallebi at times expresses optimistic sentiments about blogging as a unique forum of expression,43

we find within his reflection on his arrest the idea that blogging involves offline dangers. Take the comments
made to Motallebi by his interrogators that hint at a dark future for webloggers:  
One time I was interrogated while blindfolded. Sayid Murtazavi, a judge who shut down many reformist
newspapers and now is the prosecutor of Tehran, was in the room, and I easily recognized him from his voice.
Other interrogators called him "Grand (or Great) Hajji." He questioned me about some of my posts on my
weblog and then said, "Now we make you an example for other webloggers and will show them that weblogging
is not a free [means of expression] without any cost. We will show that they must pay the expensive costs of
their writings in this way." 44  
In this interaction we see Sayid Murtazavi, a major player in the regulation of print media, foretelling that
weblogging will have severe consequences. The involvement of such a high-ranking official suggests a more
coordinated expansion in the types of public expression to be regulated in Iran.  
The genre of weblogs, moreover, shifts what counts as "individual expression." Motallebi was explicitly told his
accountability extended to any comments written by others on his blog: "There were some radical comments on
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some of my entries, and when I was arrested the interrogators said that I am responsible not only for what I
wrote but also for what visitors wrote in my weblog." 45 This extends self-expression beyond expression merely
performed by an individual to include responses invoked by that expression. In addition, some of the most
moving portions of the 2004 interview with Motallebi are in reference to how the regulation of blogging had
intense effects on his personal identity:  
I'm a writer. I've been a writer since I was eighteen years old. They prevented me from writing, even in my
personal weblog, and even in newspapers in Iran. I couldn't write because they threatened to punish me further
if I continued to write. I was afraid that if I started my writing after jail, they would force me to write what they
wanted. 46  
In Motallebi's words we hear that, in contrast to being a unique space for free expression, his weblog became a
site where even his most personal thoughts could be controlled. In this way blogging actually increased the
scope of monitoring and regulating expression in Iran.  
Omid Memarian: The Collapsing of Siyasi and Shari[MODIFIER LETTER LEFT HALF RING]a  
Omid Memarian is an Iranian journalist currently living in Berkeley, California, where he remains active in what
he calls "Iranian civil society" through communication-skills training for nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)
based in Iran.47 Memarian began blogging in 2003,48 posting entries that dealt "with the situation of democracy
and civil society and especially social issues in Iran and the Middle East today . . . and talk about some daily
events . . . and some personal experiences."49 On 10 October 2004, when Memarian was still living in Iran, the
judiciary (Quviy-i Qasaiy-i) arrested and held him for two months. He was forced to sign a confession that was
broadcast over Iranian television:  
The confessions we signed said that we were detained under very good conditions, that we were not put into
solitary confinement. That while detained we just had time to read and study the Qur,an and think about our
past actions in which we were consciously or unconsciously painting a black picture of the Islamic Republic of
Iran, that we were indirectly threatening national security. The confessions also had us thanking the judiciary for
the opportunity to reflect on our crimes. The role of the confessions was to have an impact on society. 50  
Memarian also alludes online to this confession. For example, within weeks of his release from prison, he wrote
the following in his English-language weblog: "No confession letter can say even a piece of reality. It has some
other message. You have probably understood the message. Haven't you?" 51  
A review of Memarian's archived weblog postings prior to October 2004 provides a number of potential reasons
for his arrest. He had posted on the detainment of bloggers,52 including the arrest of Sayid Motallebi, which he
tied explicitly to Sina Motallebi's blog postings.53 He also discussed items censored from the mainstream press,
such as the execution of an eighteen-year-old girl for adultery,54 increased government filtering of the Internet,55

prostitution,56 live chat about youth and sex,57 the abolishment of the compulsory hijab,58 alcohol use in Iran,59

the death of Zahra Kazimi,60 and the Iranian nuclear program.61 He occasionally poked fun at clerics in a general
way. For example, he wrote about the reaction to an earthquake by the people of Qum, a center of
Shi[MODIFIER LETTER LEFT HALF RING]i learning in Iran: "It seems [they who] are closer to God are more
fearful . . . (Just joking!)." 62  
Finally, Memarian has been very critical in his weblog of former president Muhammad Khatami. In a posting on
11 May 2004 about a meeting between the president and young people to commemorate National Youth Day,
Memarian posted a number of the provocative questions the young people had posed to Khatami: "Why didn't
you leave the power after all [the] pressure and violations?" 63 "Why were you silent when the conservatives
[arrested] students four years ago?"64 "How unfaithful are you?"65 "Mr. President, do you sleep well at night?"66  
The way in which Memarian conceptualizes the parameters of civil society in Iran, particularly as they relate to
Weblogistan, provides insight into the current political climate of blogging. The following is an excerpt from his
blog posted during the summer of 2004:  
NGOs have a political responsibility and a political function. But they cannot have political activities. In other
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words, they cannot get involved in the power-sharing process like a political party. But in many cases the
activities of NGOs affect the political arrangement. 67  
This quote, which describes the nature of NGOs in civil society, is more radical than it might appear at first to an
outsider to Iranian politics. The word "political," or siyasi in Persian, within contemporary Iranian politics denotes
partisan or factious actions in a negative sense. "Political activities" are even understood by some Iranian
authorities as attempts to overthrow the Islamic republic or to usurp governmental power. Therefore, NGOs and
other members of civil society often deny their work is political.  
Memarian takes a different tack in this posting by breaking down siyasi into a number of different meanings. He
brackets the "power-sharing" (ishtirak-i qudrat) meaning of political as outside the realm of NGO activities:
NGOs by their very definition are not governmental and therefore should not compete for, hold, or wield
governmental power. They are also apolitical insofar as political is understood as partisan, because NGOs need
to remain immune from changes in the presidency or majority in parliament. Memarian does, however, reserve
a legitimate role for what he calls "political responsibility and function," which can "affect the political
arrangement." Thus, although an NGO specifically, and civil society more generally, does not pursue political
power, it can, according to Memarian, attempt to influence those who do have the responsibility and ability to
govern.  
After his release from prison, Memarian returned to the theme of civil society in a posting in which he linked the
increasing pressures on Weblogistan to a broader crackdown on civil society:  
Two months ago I wrote an article about the hopes and the fears in Iranian civil society . . . But a few days after
writing this article . . . [I] was sent to the jail by conservatives because "of threats from civil society." I never
understood what my charges were. All my activities in civil society attempt to help the country in its
development. But the conservatives are suspicious of civil society. They think the strengthening of civil society
creates an instrument for the enemies of the regime to have influence in the Iranian system. This is paranoid,
wastes resources, and puts activists at risk. I was a casualty of this paranoia . . . A timid writer, journalist, and
civil-society advocate, I have never been a radical activist. I have never written something that crossed over the
red lines of the regime, but they sent me to the jail, saying that "all I have done has been mistaken."  
What did they achieve? Does anybody believe the accusations against me? All my activities in the past years
show how I have chosen to live my life. The confession letter is completely untrue. It has another message. You
probably have understood the message. Haven't you? 68  
According to Memarian in this entry, it is not his postings that are the reason for his arrest but rather his actual
activities in the "real world," such as capacity-building workshops for NGOs. Again, as with Sina Motallebi, it is
not weblogging per se that instigates the arrest, but the postings become a way to make the arrest possible.  
At the same time, this entry helps us to better understand under what political conditions an activity like blogging
might be considered dangerous. First, there is the association, also mentioned in Shariat Madari's editorial,
between the Internet, blogging, and civil society and the West. Given Iran's current political self-definition
against the West, and the corresponding anti-Western rhetoric of its leaders, any attempt to link aspects of civil
society to the West mark them as antiregime, or political in the most negative sense of the word. During an
interview with the authors, Memarian hinted that civil society as an entire sector is being linked to the West in an
attempt to make participation in it "political" and therefore illegal under Iranian law. 69  
Second, Memarian points out in his entry that young bloggers, not famous journalists or prestigious editors,
were targeted in the 2003-04 arrests. Motallebi was thirty at the time of his arrest in 2003, Memarian was thirty
at his 2004 arrest, and Sigarchi, who is still in prison, is currently twenty-nine. Although young, this group of
bloggers has had a major influence on Weblogistan because of the popularity of their blogs (Motallebi) or the
access to Weblogistan they gave to others through technical support or training (Memarian and Sigarchi).
Again, it is not necessarily explicit political dissent that is perceived as a threat but rather the increased political
influence of Iranian youth.  
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Third, although for his own safety Memarian does not post explicitly about the conditions under which his
confession occurred, during an interview with the authors he confirmed he was coerced into signing a written
confession,70 which according to other sources included a confession to moral crimes.71 This indicates a link is
being made between political dissent and religious morality by Iranian authorities, who use accusations of
crimes against shari[MODIFIER LETTER LEFT HALF RING]a to silence political web postings. In other words,
the conventional defense of morality serves to justify, legitimate, and stabilize the authority of power holders in
Iran. On a general level, this demonstrates how shari[MODIFIER LETTER LEFT HALF RING]a has become
siyasi in the Islamic republic and vice versa.  
Arash Sigarchi: A Severe Prison Sentence  
Arash Sigarchi was born in Rasht, Iran, in 1978. His father is the well-known musician Ahmad Sigarchi, but from
an early age, Arash confessed a passion for journalism. He has worked in Tehran for the newspapers
Aftabgarban and Salam and more recently with reformist papers. In 2000 he returned to the north of Iran and
began working for Gilan-i Imruz, of which he became the chief editor in 2002. He transformed this publication
from a four-page paper that distributed 300 copies three times a week to a sixteen-page daily, printed in color,
with a distribution of 5,000.  
According to Sigarchi, he was the first among a new generation of journalists within Iran to critique the killings of
dissidents by the regime in the first decade of the Islamic republic.72 He also attempted to expose conservatives'
unpublicized agenda by printing their remarks in private meetings so that "people could more easily judge
them."73 Prior to his arrest he maintained a weblog called Panjiriy-i Ilitihab (Window of Anguish). His first entries
were about Ali Afshari's arrest after he had participated in a conference in Berlin.74 In general his weblog
postings, like his print articles, express reformist ideals. However, unlike his articles, his web postings are not
edited. During an interview with the authors, Sigarchi explained how the specific form of expression allowed by
a blog contributed to his arrest:  
The main reason for my arrest may have been the fact that I used to post the complete version of my articles in
my weblog, without the changes of my editor, who censored for the newspaper. This included all the news,
reports, and interviews I wrote. Anything I was unable to publish in print I would publish on my weblog. 75  
On 28 August 2004 Sigarchi was called by Idariy-i Itilaat, Office of Intelligence, on his mobile and asked to
surrender himself at intelligence headquarters. After contacting Reporters Without Borders, Sigarchi gave
himself up to the authorities. He was detained for two days, released, and then rearrested on 17 January 2005,
at which point his bail was set at 200 million toman (about U.S. $200,000), the highest bail ever assigned to a
journalist. On 22 February 2005 a judge from the third branch of the revolutionary court (Daggah-i Inqilab) of
Gilan province sentenced him to fourteen years in prison on four separate charges: ten years for
cooperation/collaboration with the United States, one year for inciting rebellion against the regime, one year for
speaking against the Islamic regime, and two years for insulting the founder of the Islamic republic and the
supreme leader. 76  
These charges help clarify why bloggers are being targeted by Iranian authorities. In an interview with the
authors while on temporary leave from prison, Sigarchi explained that the first charge was based on interviews
he gave to Radio Farda, which is funded in part by the U.S. government.  
The Iranian authorities reasoned that if someone is interviewed by Radio Farda, then they collaborate with
Radio Farda. And since Radio Farda is financed in part by the American foreign ministry, by extension this
individual collaborates with the United States. It is interesting that because of this pseudocooperation, I was
sentenced to ten years in prison. What is more interesting is that the Iranian authorities didn't even pay attention
to the content of the interviews. 77  
As in the case with Memarian, it was not so much the content of the interview but rather the interview itself that
signaled a connection to the West and alarmed Iranian authorities.  
In contrast, the second charge--inciting rebellion--was based on the content of his writings. According to
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Sigarchi, the prosecutor specifically cited the articles and interviews he had published in traditional print media
about the 1999 student demonstrations and gatherings against the regime. 78  
According to Sigarchi, the third charge--speaking against the regime--also explicitly cited his blog postings:  
The sentence of the revolutionary court [Dadgah-i Ingilab] stated that "the writings of this unpleasant element
(they probably meant me) in the newspaper Gilan Imruz under his management and his weblog [Panjiriy-i
Ilitihab] were propaganda against the holy regime of the Islamic Republic of Iran. They said the defendant is
trying to destroy and weaken the face of the able regime.79  
The fourth charge was insulting the founder of the Islamic Republic of Iran, Ayatollah Khomeini, and the
supreme leader, Ayatollah Khamenei. Sigarchi admits to criticizing (intiqad) Khamenei in his weblog, but he is
quick to make a distinction between criticisms and insults:  
In many of my weblog entries, I insisted on letting Mr. Khamenei, the leader of Iran, know his mistakes. I did not
see any faults in doing this since according to the constitution of the Islamic Republic of Iran, myself and the
leader of the country are equals!. . . In one article I had asked the leader to stop his obsession with nuclear
power, which is pushing the country over the edge. In the court they used this article as the evidence of insulting
the leadership [ tuhin bih rahbari] in order to sentence me to two years in prison.80  
This charge was based on Article 514 of the Islamic Penal Code of Iran. This category of insult, called tuhin,
carries a sentence of six months to two years according to the code; Sigarchi received the maximum sentence.
This is another example of how closely intertwined siyasi and shari[MODIFIER LETTER LEFT HALF RING]a
are in Iran, with theological or moral issues cited as reasons for the need to limit public expression.  
On appeal, the first two charges (collaboration with the United States and inciting rebellion) were dropped,
leaving Sigarchi with a sentence of three years for insulting Khomeini and Khamenei and for criticizing the
Islamic republic. These remaining charges were also the ones for which the judge explicitly referenced
Sigarchi's weblog entries as evidence of his crime. That the court dropped the first two charges, which are more
clearly political actions, demonstrates one of two things: either the Iranian authorities' real concern was
curtailing the expression of political and moral ideas within Weblogistan (versus preventing actual political
actions taken by Sigarchi), or the charges dependent on evidence from blog entries were easier to prove. In
either case, as with Motallebi and Memarian, blogs provided an opportunity for increased scrutiny and
regulation of expression.  
CONCLUSIONS: WEBLOGISTAN AS A FORM OF EXPRESSION  
The arrests of bloggers in 2003 and 2004 make it clear that Internet postings are not immune to governmental
attempts to regulate political discourse in Iran. At the same time, however, blogging does represent an
emerging81 form of expression in Iran. The task remains in this concluding section to parse out what the arrests
of bloggers tell us about the specific form of expression enabled in a Persian blog in the Islamic republic.  
Iranian authorities and bloggers perceive blogging as a platform of expression for ordinary citizens, especially
young people. From the point of view of the conservative judiciary, this platform is potentially a threat to the
Islamic republic. Whether real or imaginary, this threat undergirds the responses of the judiciary to Weblogistan.
From the point of view of the bloggers we interviewed, Weblogistan is an alternative to traditional forms of
journalism. Motallebi began blogging after being censored in conventional print media, Memarian's blogs
discuss aspects of civil society and social issues neglected by the mainstream press, and Sigarchi blogs in
order to publish articles free from his editor's pen.  
In addition, for both bloggers and Iranian authorities, online rhetoric is not perceived as separate from, but
rather integral to, political power in the "the real world" of the Islamic republic. Blogs are written in Persian so
that they are accessible to the five million Internet users in Iran. Iranian authorities monitor and regulate blogs
because they are read by Iranian citizens and can influence offline opinions about the government, clerics, and
Islam.  
These central assumptions (blogging is a new medium, and blogging is enmeshed in local politics) shape the
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sort of expression that occurs in blogs in contemporary Iran. The unedited quality of blogs encouraged bloggers
to take more chances with their online discourse. This was met with increased scrutiny, even of more diary-like
reflections on Iranian life. Personal expression in Weblogistan extends to archives and even readers'
comments. "Always-on, always-linked, always-archived, always-immediate," 82 the blog form also generated
unintended consequences.  
Although blogging practices have expanded the scope of government monitoring of expression, the strategies
on which the judiciary drew in 2004 were grounded in existing political rhetoric and tactics. On a general level,
these strategies involved accusing bloggers, as political dissenters, of moral depravity, thus using the full power
of the Islamic republic to marginalize its critics. On a more specific level, those who wanted to silence bloggers
deployed the Westoxication argument, so powerful against the Shah during the 1979 revolution. In this
narrative, Weblogistan entails a covert foreign invasion, because it has an "American identity but an Iranian
passport."  
However, the effect of the Iranian political context on Weblogistan does not begin with the 2004 crackdown. We
learn from the three bloggers interviewed for this article that tactics for normalizing blogging as a form of political
expression compatible with an Islamic republic began even before these arrests. Memarian's theory for the
proper role of Weblogistan within civil society is a specific example. Despite postings in Weblogistan that push
against regulations of traditional print media, all the bloggers are careful not to directly attack the Islamic
republic. They may at times be critical of the republic--in Sigarchi's postings on the supreme leader, Ayatollah
Khamenei, Motallebi's postings on the government's treatment of political prisoners, and Memarian's postings
on former president Khatami--but none of them calls for the overthrow of the government or admits to insulting
the former or current supreme leader. They are by their own admission careful to avoid political statements.
With phrases like "in my current position, I'd prefer not to talk about it," Memarian often signals to his reader that
he is self-censoring on political issues. 83 They all practice a form of self-censorship, which increased after, but
did not originate with, the 2004 crackdown. In a few years Persian-language blogging has matured enough to
begin to create its own customs so as to not challenge the legitimacy of the Iranian republic.  
Taken together, these insights into Weblogistan help explain the characteristics of Persian blogging as a form of
expression--and the overly optimistic initial Western press coverage. Weblogistan must be understood not only
through the medium, form, or genre of blogging, but also through the local social, cultural, and political context
in Iran.  
Considering the form of blogging, we can take our lead from pioneers in the field of media studies, such as
McLuhan, who argues that "the medium is the message," because the medium "determines the modes of
perception and the matrix of assumptions within which objectives are set." 84 However, the medium does not tell
the complete story. In fact, exclusive attention to the medium led Western journalists to read blogs only in terms
of their revolutionary potential. This early optimism about the power of Weblogistan was based on the idea that
blogging presented Iranians with a public forum for the exchange of ideas free from government intervention or
control. Blogging as a medium was meant to entail its own sort of freedom, which in many ways conformed to
the expectations of the liberal West: the right to free expression independent of any local political, cultural,
social, or legal pressures.  
In addition to the medium, the context within which expression is created and consumed must also be taken into
account. The future for any medium is determined by the social and political realities within which it is
introduced and practiced. This article has focused on how the political legacy of postrevolutionary Iran affects
expression in Weblogistan. However, it just as easily could have focused on other dimensions of the Iranian
context. For example, what impact has the rich Persian literary tradition had on the content and form of Persian-
language blogs? How was the spread of blogging made possible by the Islamic republic's education policies,
which included establishing new public schools and national literacy campaigns? 85 Prior to the 1979 revolution
Khomeini's lectures circulated on audiocassettes, making the success of the current Islamic republic due in part
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to its own utilization of new forms of popular media. What is the particular relationship between modern forms of
media and Iranian politics? Is there a similarity between the importance Shi[MODIFIER LETTER LEFT HALF
RING]a put on taqlid and the ways in which bloggers gain a loyal following? Weblogistan is grounded in prior
cultural, religious, and political assumptions about the relationships between communication, culture, and
individual expression. This article has only begun such an investigation.  
Finally, it is through the interaction of the medium and the context, the form of a blog and the Islamic Republic of
Iran, that we begin to understand an ethical ambiguity in the practice of blogging. Weblogistan is simultaneously
a forum for effecting social change and enforcing the political status quo because of the interaction between a
new medium and an existing context. Blogs do allow new actors (such as youth) to challenge existing religious
authority, but they are not completely free of that authority. Weblogistan does have the ability to convey
information and even craft a specific type of citizen, but it cannot operate outside traditional forms of state
control. When blogging is at its most politically powerful, it risks its greatest punishment.  
Of most importance, the emergent form of expression within Weblogistan creates corresponding opportunities
for new forms of governance. Weblog content became the reason for arrests, and by providing evidence, it
made the arrests possible. Weblogs often offer easy links to archived postings, making authors accountable for
comments out of their original context. Weblogistan is therefore not only a revolution within the Islamic
Revolution but also an opportunity "for the revolution to eat its children." 86  
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